1. Concrete Projects: Consider doing projects for $50/ square with a minimum to do full frontage only. Advertise and open up to any residents who puts in order in 2020. We will try to do in house, but may need to contract if there are too many. Will try to do as many as possible in 2020. Motion: Glaser Second: Rennwald Carried.

New Business:

1. For discussion, Lake County looking at 5th street in 2023 may affect City CIP. County to vote and discus at May 26th meeting, will know more after that meeting. Staff will evaluate what City infrastructure would be affected.
2. Looking to fill the parks position. Position was revamped and not refilled after Gary Fabini left. Will have different roles and responsibilities. This will be brought to the Council for consideration on 5/26.
3. Old Tanker Truck from Airport was put out for bids. We received one bid for $5,501.00. This was a valid bid. There is no need to keep the tanker. 50% of the proceeds will go back to the state, the remainder goes into the airport fund. Glaser Moved Second Jussila Carried.
4. Summer Help- Shrinking to 2 person crews, keeping crews away from shop. Full time staff to deliver equipment to parks, summer crews will show up on site daily. 2 cemetery, 3 mowers, 1 painting and flowers. Airport 1 or 2 for mowing. Golf course to hire on own? Discussion regarding more help at Campground with extra sanitation.
5. Try out some different approaches to street repair to try to do some bandaid fixes. Ditching and cleaning catch basins, some sidewalk repairs.

PW will try to be visible and be safe this summer. Lots of little projects to catch up on.

Adjourn 5:04 pm